

Instructions for Completing Rx Form for Safety Eyewear

1. Prescription order forms may be printed directly from the internet or obtained from the Nash Optical Plant by calling 1-888-388-1353.

2. Employee will take the Rx form to a participating eyecare Professional who will fill out the form. (Employee is responsible for the cost of examination and fitting).

3. Employee returns the Rx form to their unit Purchasing Office for processing.

4. Purchasing Office will fax the order form with P.O. number to the Nash Optical Plant. The plant's fax number is 252-459-7400.

5. Nash Optical will complete the Rx and ship the completed eyeglasses to the eyecare professional for verification.

6. The eyecare professional will contact the employee to come to their office for dispensing of eyewear. (Note: eyeglasses cannot/will not be shipped directly to employees.)

If additional information is needed, please call:

Nash Optical Plant
1-888-388-1353